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Topic 1, Exam Set A
Question #:1 - (Exam Topic 1)
An administrator is using virtual machine encryption in their vSphere 6.5 environment. The Key Management
Server (KMS) has experienced a critical failure.
Which two statements are true about VM encryption when the KMS is not available? (Choose two.)
A. VMs will shut down gracefully in the event of a KMS outage as a proactive measure to prevent data
theft.
B. VMs which were running at the time of the KMS failure will continue to run.
C. If an ESXi host is rebooted, it will be unable to power on encrypted VMs until KMS connectivity is
restored.
D. vCenter Server will continue to distribute encryption keys as long as it is not rebooted while the KMS is
unreachable.
E. ESXi hosts within the same cluster will share keys with one another while the KMS is unreachable.
Answer: B C

Explanation
If the KMS is unreachable, the VMs running at the time of KMS failure will continue to run. Another fact is if
an ESXi host is rebooted, it will not power on encrypted VMs until KMs connectivity is fully restored.
Question #:2 - (Exam Topic 1)
Using the vCenter Server Appliance 6.5, which two tools can be used to manage Auto Deploy deploy rules?
(Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

PowerCLI
Plug-Ins available in the vCenter Server Appliance Shell
vSphere Appliance Management UI
vCenter Server Appliance BASH Shell
Auto Deploy GUI in the vSphere Web Client

Answer: A E
Explanation
https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2015/05/configure-auto-deploy-rules-powercli.html
http://www.enterprisedaddy.com/2016/12/vsphere-6-5-auto-deploy-on-vcenter-server-6-5/
Question #:3 - (Exam Topic 2)
A scripted upgrade of ESXi fails due to an incorrect parameter in the upgrade script.
What file must the administrator modify to correct the problem?
A.
B.
C.
D.

boot.cfg
vmreconfig.pl
ks.cfg
hostinfo.pl

Answer: A
Question #:4 - (Exam Topic 1)
An administrator is attempting to access an ESXi host via the DCUI but is unable to do so.
Which could be two possible causes? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

The host in question has no out-of-band management capability (i.e. iLO/iDRAC).
The SSH service is disabled on the host.
Strict lockdown mode is enabled on the host.
Normal lockdown mode is enabled and the administrator is a member of the Exception User list.

E. The DCUI service is disabled on the host.
Answer: C E
Question #:5 - (Exam Topic 1)
vSphere Data Protection 6.1 provides the ability to back up and restore individual applications.
Which are the three supported applications? (Choose three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Microsoft Dynamics Server
Oracle Database Server
Microsoft SharePoint Server
Microsoft Exchange Server
Microsoft SQL Server

Answer: C D E

Topic 2, Exam Set B
Question #:6 - (Exam Topic 2)
What two migration paths are supported for Windows vCenter Servers? (Choose two.)
A. vCenter Server 5.5 with an embedded vCenter Single Sign-On instance on Windows > vCenter Server
Appliance 6.5 with an embedded Platform Services Controller appliance.
B. vCenter Server 6.0 instance on Windows >vCenter Server Appliance 6.5 with an embedded Platform
Services Controller appliance
C. vCenter Server 6.0 instance on Windows >vCenter Server Appliance 6.5 with an external Platform
Services Controller appliance
D. vCenter Server 5.5 instance on Windows >vCenter Server Appliance 6.5 with an embedded Platform
Services Controller appliance
Answer: A B
Question #:7 - (Exam Topic 2)
Option available to enable Encrypted vMotion. (Choose two.)
A. Enable
B. Opportunistic
C. Required
D. Default
Answer: B C
Question #:8 - (Exam Topic 2)
A security officer has issued a new directive that users will no longer have access to change connected network
adapters to limit denial of service on a virtual machine.
Which two correct virtual machine advanced configuration parameters will accomplish this7 (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

isolation.device.connectable.disable = "TRUE"
isolation.de.ice.edit.disable - "FALSE"
isolation.device.connectable.disable = "FALSE"
isolation.device.edit.disable = “TRUE”

Answer: A D

Explanation
Prevent a Virtual Machine User or Process from Disconnecting Devices in the vSphere Web ClientUsers and
processes without root or administrator privileges within virtual machines have the capability to connect or
disconnect devices, such as network adaptors and CD-ROM drives, as well as the ability to modify device
settings. To increase virtual machine security, remove these devices. If you do not want to permanently remove
a device, you can prevent a virtual machine user or process from connecting or disconnecting the device from

within the guest operating system.
Valueisolation.device.connectable.disabletrue isolation.device.edit.disabletrue
Question #:9 - (Exam Topic 2)
How can an administrator exclude Encryption rights from a support engineer?
A. Clone the role virtual machine power user , remove Cryptographic operations privileges.
B. Clone the role No crytography administrator and select privileges only for the support engineer.
C. Clone the role virtual machine power user and assign to the support engineer.
D. Clone the role Administrator and assign to the support engineer.
Answer: B

